A case report of Giant Lipoma involving shoulder Joint
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Abstract

Giant lipomas involving shoulder joints are rare. They cause symptoms due to their pressure effects and compression of surrounding structures. Surgical excision remains only definite treatment.
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1. Introduction

Lipomas are benign soft tissue tumours which may occur in any part of body. Even though they may vary in their size but giant lipomas involving joints are rare [1]. As they slowly increase in size, they cause symptoms like pain and restriction of mobility due to compression of surrounding structures. Giant lipomas also become visibly apparent which may cause patient to seek treatment. We present a case of a Giant Lipoma of over four kilograms in weight involving shoulder joint.

2. Case

Patient was a 54-year-old male patient who had swelling in posterior aspect of his left shoulder. Patient was initially asymptomatic but started developing pain in shoulder joint during movement as the swelling increased in size. Over years swelling progressively increased in size and patient had severe restriction of movement at the joint. Swelling also became visibly apparent and patient also had difficulty in wearing his clothes. When patient presented, he had over twenty centimetres in size involving posterior and lateral regions around left shoulder joint (Figure 1).

Patient was investigated and taken up for surgery. Intraoperatively a large lipomatous mass was seen in deep intramuscular plane in subscapular plane (Figure 2). Mass was excised in toto and wound closed with suction drain in situ. It it weighed over four kilograms (Figure 3).

Patient recovered well post operatively. Drain was removed on fifth day. On follow up after two weeks the wound had healed well and shoulder joint movements had significantly improved. Histopathology report confirmed the diagnosis of Lipoma.
3. Discussion

Lipomas are common soft tissue tumours of the body. They can occur in any part of body and vary in size. Due to this they are known as universal tumours [2]. They are usually slow growing but rarely can reach very large dimensions. Lipomas larger than five centimetres are called as Giant Lipomas [1]. Symptoms of these lipomas are due to compression
of surrounding structures and may present as restriction of movement, pain or numbness of involved extremity [3]. Diagnosis is established by clinical examination. Radiological evaluation can be done by Ultrasonography, CT scan or MRI. MRI provides detailed location and relation to surrounding anatomical structures and is very useful in Lipomas located in unusual locations or of very large dimensions [4].

Surgery with complete excision of the mass is the treatment of choice for Lipomas. Suction drains may be used in cases of Giant Lipomas which have large potential space for collection of blood or fluid post operatively [5].

This present case shows a Giant Lipoma involving the shoulder joint which was causing severe restriction of movement at the joint. Patient had complete recovery after surgical excision of the mass.

4. Conclusion
Giant Lipomas are large benign tumours. Lipomas of such large dimensions as presented in this report are extremely rare. Giant intramuscular lipoma involving shoulder joint and restricting its movements is an atypical occurrence and a challenge for the surgeon. This is a case report presents clinical findings and successful surgical treatment of such a case.
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